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May 17, 2017

Dear Valued Investor:

Another earnings season is in the books and it was a good one. With more than 90% of S&P 500 companies
having reported first quarter 2017 results, S&P 500 earnings are tracking to a solid year-over-year increase of
more than 14% (Thomson Reuters data). That mark, should it stand throughout the remainder of reporting
season, would represent the best pace of earnings growth since the third quarter of 2011. Further, outlooks
from corporate management teams have generally been upbeat. Corporate America's ability to produce strong
profits despite sub-par economic growth has been impressive, providing a solid backdrop for stocks and
economically sensitive bonds.

The story is similar overseas, where improving earnings have provided support for solid gains in international
developed and emerging market equities, ahead of the major U.S. equity benchmarks. Overseas markets have
also garnered support from the market-friendly outcome of the recent election in France, although political
risks in Europe remain with the Brexit process ongoing and German and Italian elections on the calendar for
later this year and early 2018.

Like stocks, bonds have generally rewarded investors so far in 2017. The bond market has garnered support
from several factors, including the latest soft patch of U.S. economic data, tempered policy optimism in
Washington, D.C., global central bank actions, and related low interest rates overseas. A move higher in rates
is still very much on the table for this year, as economic growth is expected to improve, though any increase
may be gradual depending on what fiscal stimulus is enacted. Though further gains in the bond market in 2017
may be muted, high-quality fixed income can still play an important role in portfolios as a diversifier and to
help manage risk.

Policy developments remain important to watch as they can impact spending and investment decisions by
consumers and businesses as well as corporate profits. During late April, the Trump administration put out a
high-level tax proposal, setting the stage for the corporate tax reform debate to begin in earnest early this
summer (timing depends on what the Senate does with healthcare reform); meanwhile, Congress averted a
shutdown and came to an agreement to fund the government through September. The Federal Reserve's June
14 meeting is the next major event on the domestic policy calendar.

Looking ahead, stocks will have their ups and downs, as they always do, but improved corporate profits
provide a solid foundation for potential further gains despite the U.S. economy's slow start to the year. The
global economic picture has improved. Although bond returns may be muted over the balance of the year,
high-quality fixed income remains an important part of diversified portfolios. Of course, policy and geopolitical
risks should be monitored, but at this point have had only marginal impact on the market's fundamentals. I
encourage you to stick to your long-term plan.

As always, if you have any questions please contact me.

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual security. To determine which investment(s) may be
appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is
historical and is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted.

Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal
and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling market.

Investing in specialty market and sectors carries additional risks such as economic, political, or regulatory
developments that may affect many or all issuers in that sector.

The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the
broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all
major industries.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.

Securities offered through LPL Financial LLC. Member FINRA/SIPC.

Tracking # 1-609171 (Exp. 05/18)
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Plan sponsors are
beginning to see the
value in "thinking
outside the
glidepath" when it
comes to their
target-date fund
offerings.

DC Plan Trends: Sponsors Focused on Improving Participant Outcomes

 
Defined contribution plan sponsors are rethinking ways to improve investment offerings in an attempt to
elevate retirement outcomes for plan participants. The Towers Watson 2014 U.S. Defined Contribution

 revealed a few key themes.Sponsor Survey

Improving Portfolio Diversification

Historically, DC investment options have leaned heavily toward single, stand-alone actively managed funds,
each with a style and market-cap bias. Realizing the inefficiency in this siloed approach, 40% of plan sponsors
acknowledged that combining several investment strategies together in a custom-built, diversified investment
structure offered a more efficient approach to active management. For plan participants, such an approach
could maximize their buying power and simplify investment selection by offering fewer, more diversified
options that may lead to better long-term outcomes.

Assessing Custom TDFs

Plan sponsors are beginning to see the value in "thinking outside the glidepath" when it comes to their
target-date fund offerings. They fully recognize the value of TDFs as default investments and the role they play
in anchoring participant accounts. As a result, many want to have more control over the structure and
implementation of their TDF offerings. The 2014 study found that 49% of plan sponsors see the value of
featuring a custom TDF series. Of those, 22% have already implemented a custom TDF solution, while 27% are
exploring the possibility of doing so.

Reevaluating TDF Selection Criteria

Interest in customization aside, plan sponsors' criteria for selecting TDFs currently are driven largely by
standard investment metrics -- e.g., the glide path roll-down of equity exposure (71%), active versus passive
management (47%), and portfolio construction (47%) -- rather than the more holistic assessments of how
successful the TDF is at improving the retirement outcomes of plan participants as measured by improved
income replacement ratios (12%) and retirement success rates under various drawdown scenarios (8%).

Outsourcing DC Plan Oversight

Recognizing a) the heightened complexity of investment approaches and governance requirements and b) the
ever-increasing pressure to facilitate successful retirement outcomes for plan participants, a third of DC plan
sponsors surveyed are currently taking advantage of outsourcing solutions or considering delegating all or a
portion of their investment oversight to a third-party provider.

Considering Broader Investment Themes

When asked what types of investments/investment themes they are considering for the future, plan sponsors
responded with a litany of options from expanding bond offerings and broadening equity exposure (to include
more international and emerging markets opportunities), to inflation-protection offerings (e.g., diversified real
return, Treasury inflation-protected securities, and real estate investment trusts) and lifetime income options,
both in and out of plan. Plan sponsors were united in saying they would not be adding company stock to their
plan lineups.

 

Source: Towers Watson, "Plan Sponsors Raising the Bar: Investment Trend Highlights, 2014 U.S. Defined
Contribution Sponsor Survey and Commentary," October 2014.

© 2017 DST Systems Inc. All rights reserved.
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Company stock in your 401(k)? What Retirement Investors Need to Know

Owning company stock in your employer-sponsored retirement plan is not necessarily a bad thing. Company
stock can potentially help employees profit from a company's success and even provide tax benefits. But
holding company stock can present unique risks, particularly if the stock allocation represents a large
percentage of your total retirement plan assets.

Let's consider the case of Enron which, although occurring long ago, still raises some valid points. Enron filed
for bankruptcy late in 2001 after struggling for months with mounting losses and debts--as well as questions
about its accounting practices. At the time, it was the largest corporate bankruptcy in U.S. history. Because
more than half of the assets in Enron's retirement plan were invested in the firm's stock, the result was
devastating. As the share price sank, so did the balance in many employees' retirement plan accounts. An
estimated $1 billion was lost among about 15,000 accounts.

Additionally, the collapse of companies like Lehman Brothers in 2008 caught the attention of millions of
American workers who have company stock in their retirement plan accounts. With their own futures in mind,
they have started asking some important questions.

What Can I Do?

Following are some steps each of us can take to evaluate our own situation.

Know your plan--Brush up on the rules that govern your employer-sponsored retirement plan. Is company
stock an investment option? Does your employer make matching contributions in the form of company stock?
Are there rules governing management of the stock within your account? You can request a Summary Plan
Description, which details the rules. Ask your employer to clarify any rules you don't understand.

Consider your share of company stock--If you do own company stock through your employer-sponsored
retirement plan, what percentage of your total assets does it represent? The ideal allocation for you will depend
on your goals, time horizon and risk tolerance, factors you may want to review with a financial professional.

Review your overall investment strategy--Take a look at your strategy for investing through your company
plan. How much do you contribute and what investment options are you using? If your employer already
matches your contributions with company stock, you may not want to invest additional money in it.
You also might want to consider investments with holdings that differ from your company's stock--a strategy
called diversification.  If your company stock is a growth stock, for example, you might want to think about a1

fund that invests in value stocks. Or if your company is a retail company, you might want to look for funds that
invest in other industries and sectors that may perform differently. The benefit of diversifying is that if one
investment declines in value, others can potentially increase in value and help offset potential losses.

Consider your other investments. Do you invest in an individual retirement account (IRA) or other retirement
savings account? Does your spouse have a retirement plan of his or her own? It's important to look at the
investments in those vehicles and determine whether they complement your plan investments. If you can't
control the level of diversification in your own plan as much as you'd like, you may be able to enhance your
level of diversification elsewhere.

Evaluate your options

While Enron and other company collapses have raised valid questions about owning company stock, you may
still want to consider taking advantage of your plan. A matching contribution of company stock may be better
than no matching contribution at all. Conduct a comprehensive review of your plan assets, your investment
strategy and your investments outside of your plan. And given the important role these assets are likely to play
in your financial future, be sure to consult a professional before taking action.

 

 

1There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified
portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. Amounts in mutual funds are subject to
fluctuations in value and market risk. Shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original
cost.

 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
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advice or recommendations for any individual. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested into directly. This article was prepared
by DST Systems Inc. The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not
intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. We suggest that you discuss your
specific situation with a qualified tax or legal advisor. Please consult me if you have any questions. LPL
Financial Representatives offer access to Trust Services through The Private Trust Company N.A., an
affiliate of LPL Financial.Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error by DST Systems Inc. or its
sources, neither Wealth Management Systems Inc. nor its sources guarantees the accuracy, adequacy,
completeness or availability of any information and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the
results obtained from the use of such information. In no event shall DST Systems Inc. be liable for any
indirect, special or consequential damages in connection with subscribers' or others' use of the content.

Tracking 1-601571

(Exp. 05/19)



The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

William H. Hall, CFP® is a Registered Representative with and Securities offered through LPL Financial,
Member FINRA/SIPC


